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Medicare Part D, Medicaid, E-Prescribing, ICD-10, f;f Public Health

suggest erring on the side of accurate information at the cost of immediate, strict enforcement of the letter of the law to bolster better evidencebase~ .decis~ons in t~e future. Fortunately (at least in this context),
admm1strat1ve agencies are afforded tremendous discretion in their
enforcement policies, especially when enforcement involves a complicated
balancing of a number of factors that are peculiarly within the agency's
141
expertise. Given the complexity of the legal framework here the
informat~~nal limits of scientific evidence and diagnostic coding: the
vulnerability of the patient populations insured under Medicare and
Medicaid, and the opportunities to improve both individual patient
safety and public health tied up in this enforcement policy it seems
unlikely that any federal court would compel CMS to apply' the strict
letter of the coverage laws.
Accordingly, in order to better control federal health care costs and
improve public health in the long-term (possible only through collection
and use of accurate information), CMS should make inclusion of an ICD10-CM diagnosis code a condition of payment for all Medicare Part D
and Medicaid claims for outpatient prescription drugs but suspend strict
enforcement of the coverage laws unless there is widespread consensus in
the medical community that a particular treatment is always ineffective
or harmful. The alternatives are unsatisfying: either a continuation of
the status quo - essentially unchecked federal spending on prescription
drugs that further threatens the fiscal stability of the Medicare and
Me~icaid programs, exacerbated by poorly understood prescription drug
use m vulnerable populations - or worse.
While the inclusion ofICD-10-CM codes on outpatient prescriptions
may be a simple proposal with significant potential for improving public
health and patient safety, it is neither an easy nor inexpensive one. It
would be a tremendous disservice to patients, taxpayers, health care
providers, researchers, and policymakers alike to implement the proposal
solely as a means of reducing federal health care spending on off-label
prescriptions. With strict enforcement of the coverage laws and the
accompanying systemic incentives to miscode created by widespread
coverage denials, we could easily end up with the worst of all options - a
significant investment of time and money in a claims database corrupted
by inaccurate information that neither meaningfully polices federal
health care spending nor provides sufficiently robust data for improved
practice of pharmacy, drug safety surveillance, or comparative effectiveness research. Let us hope it does not come to that.
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INTRODUCTION

Mercy i::ouse is a Christian treatment facility where they deal with
everythmg from drug abuse, to alcoholism, to de-gayification and
unwed mothers ... Mercy House doesn't really exist for the people
:Vho get sent there. It exists more for the people who do the sendmg.1
. In t~e fil::U Saved!, Dean, a teenaged boy, is sent to Mercy House, a
r~sidential faith-based counseling facility, by his fundamentalist Christian parents after they discover that he is gay. Dean's parents expect
that Mercy House will "cure" Dean's same-sex attractions. In the end
Dean meets a boyfriend at Mercy House and emerges from the experi~
ence "~ncured" but with a happy, healthy acceptance of his same-sex
attract10ns.
Saved! provides a fictional depiction of sexual orientation change

eff~rts (S?CE), also know~ as reparative therapy or conversion therapy,

designed to change behav10rs or gender expressions, or to eliminate or
reduce sexual or romantic attractions or feelings toward individuals of
2
the ~ame sex. " Mercy House has numerous real-life counterparts that
provide SOCE through residential3 and outpatient 4 counseling programs
'
retreats, 5 and camps.B
_SOCE is a widely debated practice. Many believe that SOCE is ineffective, and unnecess~ry-the stuff of satirical movies like Saved!.
SOCE s opponents believe that many recipients of the therapy do not
emer?e happy and healthy like Saved!'s Dean did but rather suffer
7
from the
emot10nal harm
.
. therapy. On the other side , SOCE' s proponents contmue to believe that it is a valid treatment option for
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individuals with unwanted same-sex attractions. In 1999, University of
Southern California professor David Cruz published a groundbreaking
law review article addressing the legal and policy issues raised by the
"noisy national debate" on SOCE. 8 Fifteen years after Cruz's article, the
national debate about SOCE and the acceptance of same-sex relationships in general is as noisy as ever: state bans on SOCE for minors have
been passed in California9 and New Jersey; 10 several lawsuits challenging
these bans made headlines, and popular opinion of same-sex marriage
and lesbian, gay, and bisexual (LGB) individuals' rights has shifted
tremendously.
On September 30, 2012 California Governor Jerry Brown signed SB
1172, a law that requires state licensing agencies to discipline licensed
mental health professionals who provide SOCE to LGB minors.11 New
Jersey passed a similar law months later, 12 and in several other states
bills banning SOCE are pending. 13 Just weeks after California's Governor
Brown signed SB 1172 into law, the Southern Poverty Law Center filed
an administrative complaint against a social worker in Illinois who
provides SOCE. 14 Additionally, on November 27, 2012 the Southern
Poverty Law Center filed a lawsuit on behalf of plaintiffs who allege that
SOCE practitioners caused them economic and emotional harm. 15
SOCE providers and parents seeking SOCE for their children
promptly filed lawsuits challenging California and New Jersey's bans on
multiple grounds. 16 These lawsuits allege violations of the First Amend8.

David B. Cruz, Controlling Desires: Sexual Orientation Conversion and the
Limits of Law and Knowledge, 72 S. CAL. L. REV. 1297, 1299 (1999)
(quoting Patricia Nell Warren, Choice in Sexual Orientation: The Sword
That
Cuts
Both
Ways,
WHOSOEVER
(1997),
http://www.whosoever.org/v2Issue2/warren.html).

9.

CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE§§ 865-865.2 (West 2014).

1.

SAVED! (United Artists 2004).

10.

2012 N.J. LAWS 3371.

2.

S.B. 1172, 2011-2012 Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2012).

11.

3.

Cas~y Sa~chez, S. Poverty Law Ctr., Memphis Area Love in Action Offers
Residential Program to "Cure" Homosexuality, INTELLIGENCE REPORT
(20?7)' http:/ /ww:v.splcent~r.org/ get-informed/intelligence-report /browseall-1ssues / 2007/ wmter /straight-like-me.

James Eng, Lawsv,it Seeks to Block California Ban on "Gay Cure"
Therap.y
for
Children,
NBC
NEWS
(Oct.
23,
2012),
http:/ /usnews.nbcnews.com/ _news/2012 /10 /02/14186083-lawsuit-seeks-toblock-california-ban-on-gay-cure-therapy-for-children.

12.

2012 N.J. LAWS 3371.

13.

E.g., H.B. 154, 188th Sess. (Mass. 2013); H.B. 91, 434th Gen. Assemb.,
Reg. Sess. (Md. 2014); A.B. 6983-A, 2013 Leg., Reg. Sess. (N.Y. 2013);
H.F. 1906, 2014 Leg., 88th Sess. (Minn. 2014).

14.

SPLC Files Complaint Against Illinois Social Worker Offering "Ex-Gay"
Therapy,
8.
POVERTY
LAW
CTR.
(Oct.
11,
2012),
http://www.splcenter.org/ get-informed/ news/ splc-files-complaint-againstillinois-social-worker-offering-ex-gay-therapy.

15.

Complaint at 18-24, Ferguson v. JONAH, No. 005473 (N.J. Super. Ct. Law
Div. 2012).

16.

Complaint, Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (E.D. Cal. Oct. 1, 2012)
(No. 2:12-cv-02484-WBS-KJN); Complaint, Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-cv-

4.

5.
6.

7.

Erik Eckholm, "Ex-Gay" Men Fight Back Against View That
Homosexuality Can't Be Changed, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 31 2012)
http://~.nytimes.com/2012/11/01/us/ex-gay-men-fight-view~that- '
homosexuality-cant-be-changed.html.
Id.
Ted ~ox, What Happened When I Went Undercover at a Christian Gay-toStraight
Conversion
Camp,
ALTERNET
(April
22
2010)
http://www.alterne~.o~g/story /146557 /what_happened_when~i_went 'un
dercover_at_a_chnstian_gay-to-straight_conversion_camp.
-

See, e.g., Sanchez, supra note 3.
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ment's guarantees of free speech and free exercise of religion and parents'
fundamental liberty interest in raising their children as they see fit.
~alifor:iia's SB 1172 was challenged on constitutional grounds nearly
immediately upon its enactment despite the non-partisan California
Legislative Counsel Bureau's assurance to Governor Brown that the bill
was constitutional. 17
In light of these significant developments in the debate about SOCE
this Note will argue that while SOCE should be eradicated a ban lik~
California's SB 1172 could have negative consequences for LGB youth
and set a dangerous precedent of legislating health care regulations that
are not founded in credible scientific research. Instead, the LGB advocacy m?vement sho~ld advance its campaign to eliminate SOCE by
pursumg statutory mformed consent requirements.
Part I will outline the history and current status of SOCE. Part II
will explain how SB 1172 is a novel approach to curbing the practice of
SOCE. Parts III through V will explore the constitutional implications of
an SB 1172-style ban on SOCE, particularly as they relate to the free
exercise of religion, freedom of speech, and parents' freedom to raise
their children as they see fit. Part VI will argue that a ban on SOCE
will have unintended consequences for LG B youth and the progressive
mov~ment. Finally, Part VII will propose informed consent requirements
for licensed mental health providers as an alternative strategy for
hastening the eradication of SOCE.

I.

REPARATIVE THERAPY: ALIVE AND (UN)WELL

A. The History of SOCE

Sexual orientation change efforts, also known as reparative or conversion therapy, are typically provided to individuals who experience
unwanted same-sex sexual attractions. For those who believe that sexual
orientation is an immutable characteristic or that homosexuality is a
natural variant of human sexuality, the concept of "unwanted" same-sex
attractions is difficult to understand. However, there are a number of
reasons why an individual may not "want" to be attracted to members
of the same sex. These reasons include: a deep religious conviction that
~omosexua~ity is wrong; a belief that homosexuality is a diagnosable
illness or disorder; a belief that same-sex attractions stem from flawed
parental relationships or prior sexual abuse; fear of familial and commu-

02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465 (E.D. Cal. Oct. 4 2012)· Complaint
1
King v: Christie, No. 13-5038, 2013 WL 5970343 (D. N.J. 2013);
Complamt, Doe v. Christie, No. 13-6629 (D. N.J. 2013).
17.

Letter from Legislative Counsel Bureau to Edmund Brown Governor of
California
(Sept.
11,
2012),
avaiZable
at
http://sd28.senate.ca.gov/sites/sd28.senate.ca.gov/files/LC%20Enrolled%2
0Bill%20Report0001.pdf.
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nity stigma and rejection; and fear of oppression and of losing heterosexual societal privileges.
.
SOCE focuses on "efforts to change behaviors or gender express10ns,
or to eliminate or reduce sexual or romantic attractions or feelings
toward individuals of the same sex. "18 SOCE is usually provided by a
licensed mental health provider (LMHP), a non-licensed counselor, or a
clergy member. 19 Therapy may include individual counseling sessions,
group therapy, and, in faith-based settings, pr~yer an~ scriptural st~dy. 20
Historically reparative therapy utilized physically mvasive techmques
such as ele~troshock therapy, hormone therapy, and surgery. 21 While
these techniques have largely been rejected even by proponents of
reparative therapy, it is worth noting that one of the t~ree .n~med
plaintiffs in the Pacific Justice Instit1:te's ~hallenge to Cahform~ s ,,SB
1172 does in fact prescribe·pharmaceuticals to help control sex dnve as
a part of SOCE. 22
•
•
•
SOCE originated during the mid-nineteenth century m conJunction
with increasing social, political, and legal stigmatization of homosexual
and gender non-conforming behavior. 23 In the mid-twentieth century,
Alfred Kinsey and other researchers and psychotherapists demonstrated
that same-sex attractions were more common than previously thought.
This research ushered in a paradigm shift among LMHP who began
describing homosexuality as a normal variant of human sexuality rather
than a clinical diagnosis. 24
With this paradigm shift came considerable professional condemnation of SOCE. In 1972, the American Psychiatric Association removed
homosexuality from its Diagnostic and Statistical .Manual used .for
diagnosing mental disorders. 25 The next year the Amencan Psychological
Association passed a resolution affirming this decision. 26 Most major
mental health professional organizations support the position th~t samesex attraction and behavior is a normal variant of human sexuality that

18.

S.B. 1172, 2011-2012 Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2012).

19.

JUDITH GLASSGOLD ET AL., AM. PSYCHOL. Ass'N, APPROPRlATE
THERAPEUTIC RESPONSES TO SEXUAL ORIENTATION 31 (2009), available at
https://www.apa.org/ pi /lgbt /resources/ therapeutic-response. pdf.

20.

Id. at 31.

21.

Sean Young, Does "Reparative" Therapy Really Constitute Child Abuse?:
A Closer Look, 6 YALE J. HEALTH POL'Y L. & ETHICS 163, 172 (2006).

22.

Complaint at 9-10, Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (E.D. Cal. Oct.
1, 2012) (No. 2:12-cv-02484-WBS-KJN).

23.

GLASSGOLD ET AL., supra note 19, at 21.

24.

Id. at 11.

25.

GLASSGOLD ET AL., supra note 19, at 23

26.

Id.
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02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465 (E.D. Cal. Oct. 4 2012)· Complaint
King v: Christie, No. 13-5038, 2013 WL 5970343 (D. 'N.J. 2013);
Complamt, Doe v. Christie, No. 13-6629 (D. N.J. 2013).
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California
(Sept.
11,
2012),
available
at
http://sd28.senate.ca.gov/sites/sd28.senate.ca.gov /files/LC320Enrolled32
0Bill 320Report0001. pdf.
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nity stigma and rejection; and fear of oppression and of losing heterosexual societal privileges.
.
SOCE focuses on "efforts to change behaviors or gender express10ns,
r to eliminate or reduce sexual or romantic attractions or feelings
~award individuals of the same sex. "18 SOCE is usually provided by a
licensed mental health provider (LMHP), a non-licensed counselor, or a
clergy member. 19 Therapy may inclu~e individual coun~eling session~~
group therapy, and, in faith-based s~~tmgs, pr~yer an~ scn?tural st~dy.
Historically reparative therapy utilized physically mvas1ve techmques
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such as electroshock
therapy, hormone therapy, and surgery. 21 Wh'l
I e
these techniques have largely been rejected even by proponents of
reparative therapy, it is worth noting that one of the t~ree .n~med
plaintiffs in the Pacifi~ Justice Instit~te's ~hallenge to Cahform~ s ,,SB
1172 does in fact prescnbe·pharmaceut1cals to help control sex dnve as
•
•
•
a part of SOCE. 22
SOCE originated during the mid-nineteenth century m conjunction
with increasing social, political, and legal stigmatization of homosexual
and gender non-conforming behavior. 23 In the mid-twentieth century,
Alfred Kinsey and other researchers and psychotherapists demonstrated
that same-sex attractions were more common than previously thought.
This research ushered in a paradigm shift among LMHP who began
describing homosexuality as a normal variant of human sexuality rather
than a clinical diagnosis. 24
With this paradigm shift came considerable professional condemnation of SOCE. In 1972, the American Psychiatric Association removed
homosexuality from its Diagnostic and Statistical .Manual used .for
diagnosing mental disorders. 25 The next year the American Psychological
Association passed a resolution affirming this decision. 26 Most major
mental health professional organizations support the position th~t samesex attraction and behavior is a normal variant of human sexuality that

18.

S.B. 1172, 2011-2012 Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2012).

19.

JUDITH GLASSGOLD ET AL., AM. PSYCHOL. Ass'N, APPROPRIATE
THERAPEUTIC RESPONSES TO SEXUAL ORIENTATION 31 (2009), available at
https://www.apa.org/pi/lgbt/resources/therapeutic-response.pdf.

20.

Id. at 31.

21.

Sean Young Does "Reparative" Therapy Really Constitute Child Abuse?:
A Closer Ldok, 6 YALEJ. HEALTHPOL'YL. &ETHICS 163, 172 (2006).

22.

Complaint at 9-10, Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (E.D. Cal. Oct.
1, 2012) (No. 2:12-cv-02484-WBS-KJN).

23.

GLASSGOLD ET AL., supra note 19, at 21.

24.

Id. at 11.

25.

GLASSGOLD ET AL., supra note 19, at 23

26.
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should be supported rather than treated as an illness. 27 In more recent
years, numerous mental health professional organizations have issued
declarations and position statements asserting that SOCE is ineffective
'
unethical, and even harmful to patients. 28
The very premise of SOCE -that same-sex attractions ought to be
and can be reduced or eradicated -diverges from the now mainstream
ideas that same-sex attractions are a normal variant of human sexuality
an~ that indi~iduals should not want to and probably cannot change
th~Ir sexual on~ntation. As stated in the legislative findings of SB 1172,
bemg gay, lesbian, or bisexual is not a "disease disorder illness deficie~cy, or shortcoming. "29 While many people k~ow this i~tuitivel~, the
posit10ns of nearly every major mental health professional organization
and the removal of homosexuality from the Diagnostic and Statistical
M~nual.evidence the widespread professional and scientific acceptance of
~his n.ot10n. However, while the argument about whether homosexuality
~s a~ illness is nearly history, the moral argument about homosexuality
is ahve and well and drives the SOCE industry.
.No~wi~hstanding ne.arly every major mental health professional orgamzat10n s condemnat10n of SOCE, some LMHP continue to provide
reparat~ve therapy. 30 One of the primary organizational proponents of
reparative ther~py is the National Association for Research and Therapy
of Homosexuality (NARTH). 31 According to its mission statement
NA~TH "is a multi-?isciplinary professional and scientific organizatio~
dedicated to the service of persons who experience unwanted homosexual
~same-sex) attractions .... "32 NARTH's website goes on to claim that
its members and allies include "practitioners, scholars, and researchers
from many fields of the mental health and medical arts and sciences as
well as educational, pastoral, legal, and other community leaders ~nd
laypersons who are united in this shared organizational commitment. "33
NARTH's faith-based counterpart was Exodus International a
Christian organization that promoted SOCE. 34 In June 2013, Exodus
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International closed its doors. 35 The organization's head, Alan Chambers,
issued a final, formal apology to the LGB community for "years of undue
suffering and judgment at the hands of the organization and the Church
as a whole. "36 At one time Exodus International had over 260 member
ministries, 37 many of which will continue under autonomous leadership
even though Exodus International has dissolved. 38
It is worth noting that many LGB individuals accept that they cannot change their sexual orientation but choose to live celibately. This
choice is common among some Christian LGB people who believe that
same-sex sexual relationships are incompatible with Christian teaching.
For example, the Gay Christian Network (GCN), an online community
of over 20,000 individuals who are LGB, transgender, or heterosexual
allies, 39 supports "Side A" individuals who affirm same-sex relationships
and sexual expressions as well as "Side B" individuals who accept the
immutability of sexual orientation but live celibately rather than
engaging in sexual relations with members of the same sex. 40
While celibacy is not typically considered in the dialogue about
SOCE, it merits consideration. Choosing to live celibately is arguably an
"effort to change behaviors" within SB l l 72's definition of SOCE. 41
While these individuals do not seek counseling to "cure" their homosexuality, they may seek counseling that affirms their choice of celibacy.
Thus, efforts to regulate and eradicate conventional reparative therapy
may, intentionally or not, also limit counseling services for individuals
who choose to be celibate. Despite the increasing societal acceptance of
same-sex attraction as a normal, healthy variant of human sexuality, a
significant number of individuals -"Side B" people included -still believe
that SOCE is necessary to treat same-sex attractions that they believe
are pathological, immoral, or simply undesirable.
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B. The Dearth of Scient~fic Research on SOCE

S

Evidence of SOCE's harms is varied and inconsistent. The antiO~E a?vocacy organization Truth Wins Out features a number of
testimomals from former SOCE participants who claim to have experienced psychological harm as a result of the treatment 42 s· ·1
a
d t fr
h "
.
imiar
nee. 0 es 0 11! ot er ex-e~-gays" have been published in a number of
3
media outlets. The American Psychological Association Task Force
noted that a number of mid-twentieth century studies on reparative
therapy ~eported negative effects or harm experienced by participants as
well as high dropout rates that could be an indicator of harm. 44
. There are recent studies that indicate that some SOCE patients per~eived harmful effects a~ a result of SOCE.45 These self-reported harms
mcluded anger, ?ep~ess10n, suicidal ideation, and sexual dysfunction.46
However, L.GB i~divid~~ls are already predisposed to some of these
symptoms, mcludmg smcidal ideations and depression. 47 Thus, in order
to demonstra~e the SOCE causes harm rather than attracts individuals
who. ~re p:edisposed to certain mental health problems, there must be
specific :v1dence that SOCE caused or amplified mental problems rather
than evidence of the presence of those symptoms generally.4s The APA
Tas~ Force concluded that due to the absence of scientifically adequate
studies o~ .SOCE, no causal connection could be drawn between SOCE
an~ sp~cifi~ h~rms or benefits. 49 Notably, the statistics cited in the
legislative findmgs of SB 117250 relate only to serious health risks faced
42.
43.

by LGB youth who experience rejection from their families, not health
risks related to reparative therapy. 51 This is likely because of the lack of
concrete scientific evidence that SOCE causes mental health problems
rather than statistically correlates with mental health problems that
LGB individuals are already more likely than heterosexuals to experience.
Whether SOCE is harmful is a determining factor as to whether a
state has a legitimate interest in regulating the practice. A statute must
be in furtherance of a legitimate state interest in order to survive several
kinds of constitutional challenges. 52 SOCE proponents argue that
scientific evidence of SOCE's harmfulness is not conclusive enough to
establish a legitimate state interest in protecting LGB youth. 53 These
proponents cite testimonial evidence, such as the personal statements of
"ex-gays," as evidence of the effectiveness and benefits of SOCE. 54
Defenders of SOCE argue that even if sexual orientation is immutable,
individuals should have the option to try to alter their behavior through
SOCE if they choose to as long as such behavior alterations do not pose
a scientifically established public health risk. Proponents may analogize
SOCE to a number of elective procedures that are not required to treat
an illness but are wholly optional such as cosmetic surgery. 55 While such
procedures are not medically necessary, they are available to patients
who choose to have them because they have not been proven medically
harmful. 56
times more likely to report having engaged in unprotected sexual
intercourse compared with peers from families that reported no or low
levels of family rejection." S.B. 1172, 2011-2012 Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2012).
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Professor David Cruz notes that while some LMHPs who provide SOCE do
believe that SOCE is medically necessary, other LMHPs believe that SOCE
is simply a valid elective treatment choice. Cruz, however, acknowledges
that this framework of providing SOCE as an elective treatment is still
problematic for the larger LGB equality movement because it affirms the
individual's belief that being LGB is wrong or harmful. Id.
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While the professional mental health community has widely condemned SOCE, the therapy remains sought after. Unfortunately, there is
a dearth of scientific research demonstrating that SOCE harms LGB
individuals and merits government intervention. This lack of scientific
research has given rise to legal challenges to bans on SOCE and should
provoke SOCE's opponents to encourage and facilitate research about
SOCE's harmfulness.

Another catalyst for SB 1172 was psychiatrist Dr. Robert Spitzer's
public repudiation of his study that pu~portedly ?rove~ th!t soc~
could successfully change some individuals sexual onentat10ns. In Apnl
2012, the same month in which the California State Assembly first
considered a regulation of SOCE, Spitzer retracted the study because of
methodological flaws. 65
SB 1172's mandate that state professional licensing agencies discipline LMHP who provide SOCE to minors emerged as a novel app~oach
to limiting the practice of reparative therapy. States rarely legislate
restrictions on psychotherapy treatments. For example, lobotomy, a
procedure that involves actually cutting parts of the brain in order to
change behavior, and which is nearly universally rejected by practitioners has never been officially outlawed in any state. 66 Electroshock
th~rapy, which has been the subject of great controversy, is still legal
and used in some cases. 67 Even rebirthing therapy, a highly criticized
treatment "designed to simulate the birth process" 68 through breathing
exercises and spatial constraints has only been outlawed by Colorado
and North Carolina. 69 LMHP who provide controversial and harmful
treatments are generally regulated by tort law and state licensing
boards. SB 1172 and its copycats are a rarely seen attempt to regulate
directly a controversial and largely discredited psychotherapeutic
practice through a statutory ban.
Unsurprisingly given its novelty, SB 1172 was challenged nearly immediately upon enactment. On October 2, 2012 the Pacific Justice
Institute ("P JI") filed a complaint in the U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of California challenging SB 1172 on constitutional
grounds. 70 P JI's plaintiffs include a family therapist, a psychiatrist, and a

II.

SB 1172:

A NOVEL APPROACH

Legal scholars have proposed a number of legislative and litigation
tactics for limiting or eradicating reparative therapy. Some scholars have
supported initiating child abuse and neglect proceedings against parents
who subject their minor children to reparative therapy. 57 Other scholars
have focused on tort-based causes of action against practitioners who
falsely obtain informed consent for reparative therapy. 58 Similarly, other
proposals examine tort remedies for professional malpractice and
negligent or intentional infliction of emotional distress. 59 The original
version of SB 1172 incorporated several of these proposed remedies by
banning SOCE for minors under eighteen and creating a cause of action
for adult plaintiffs who claim injury as a result of SOCE that was
provided without informed consent or by means of therapeutic deception. 60 The cause of action for adult plaintiffs was later removed from the
bill during Senate debates. 61
SB 1172 was crafted in the context of the battle over California's
Proposition 8 ballot measure to amend the state's constitution to define
marriage as between a man and a woman. During the ballot initiative
campaign and subsequent litigation, proponents of Proposition 8 spewed
rhetoric regarding the alleged immorality of homosexuality. 62 SB 1172
also grew out of a widely publicized rash of LGB teen suicides in 2010. 63
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/ articles/PMC1174742/pdf/1014e.pdf.

69.

Ferguson, supra note 66.

70.

Mark Morgenstein, "Gay Oure" Therapists, "Cured" Student Sue
California Over New Law, CNN (Oct. 4, 2012, 5:54 PM),
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available at http://www.christiannewswire.com/news/594928454.html.
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While the professional mental health community has widely condemned SOCE, the therapy remains sought after. Unfortunately, there is
a dearth of scientific research demonstrating that SOCE harms LGB
individuals and merits government intervention. This lack of scientific
research has given rise to legal challenges to bans on SOCE and should
provoke SOCE's opponents to encourage and facilitate research about
SOCE's harmfulness.

Another catalyst for SB 1172 was psychiatrist Dr. Robert Spitzer's
public repudiation of his study that pu~portedly prove~ th!t soc~
could successfully change some individuals sexual onentat10ns. In Apnl
2012, the same month in which the California State Assembly first
considered a regulation of SOCE, Spitzer retracted the study because of
methodological flaws. 65
SB 1172's mandate that state professional licensing agencies discipline LMHP who provide SOCE to minors emerged as a novel app~oach
to limiting the practice of reparative therapy. States rarely legislate
restrictions on psychotherapy treatments. For example, lobotomy, a
procedure that involves actually cutting parts of the brain in order to
change behavior, and which is nearly universally rejected by practitioners has never been officially outlawed in any state. 66 Electroshock
th~rapy, which has been the subject of great controversy, is still legal
and used in some cases. 67 Even rebirthing therapy, a highly criticized
treatment "designed to simulate the birth process" 68 through breathing
exercises and spatial constraints has only been outlawed by Colorado
and North Carolina. 69 LMHP who provide controversial and harmful
treatments are generally regulated by tort law and state licensing
boards. SB 1172 and its copycats are a rarely seen attempt to regulate
directly a controversial and largely discredited psychotherapeutic
practice through a statutory ban.
Unsurprisingly given its novelty, SB 1172 was challenged nearly immediately upon enactment. On October 2, 2012 the Pacific Justice
Institute ("P JI") filed a complaint in the U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of California challenging SB 1172 on constitutional
grounds. 70 P JI's plaintiffs include a family therapist, a psychiatrist, and a

II.

SB 1172:

A NOVEL APPROACH

Legal scholars have proposed a number of legislative and litigation
tactics for limiting or eradicating reparative therapy. Some scholars have
supported initiating child abuse and neglect proceedings against parents
who subject their minor children to reparative therapy. 57 Other scholars
have focused on tort-based causes of action against practitioners who
falsely obtain informed consent for reparative therapy. 58 Similarly, other
proposals examine tort remedies for professional malpractice and
negligent or intentional infliction of emotional distress. 59 The original
version of SB 1172 incorporated several of these proposed remedies by
banning SOCE for minors under eighteen and creating a cause of action
for adult plaintiffs who claim injury as a result of SOCE that was
provided without informed consent or by means of therapeutic deception. 60 The cause of action for adult plaintiffs was later removed from the
bill during Senate debates. 61
SB 1172 was crafted in the context of the battle over California's
Proposition 8 ballot measure to amend the state's constitution to define
marriage as between a man and a woman. During the ballot initiative
campaign and subsequent litigation, proponents of Proposition 8 spewed
rhetoric regarding the alleged immorality of homosexuality. 62 SB 1172
also grew out of a widely publicized rash of LGB teen suicides in 2010. 63
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man studying to become an SOCE therapist who claims to have successfully ur~dergone SOCE himself. 71 P JI's lawsuit alleged that SB 1172
woul~ v10late p~aintiffs' constitutional rights to privacy, free speech, free
exer~ise of :ehg~on, associational rights, and parents' fundamental right
to raise ~heir children as they see fit. Plaintiffs also alleged that SB 1172
would v10late the First Amendment's Establishment Clause and was
unconstitutionally vague and overbroad. The Liberty Council another
leg~l ~efe~se organization, also filed a challenge to SB 1172 on behalf of
plamtiffs mcluding NARTH, the American Association for Christian
C?unse~ors, individual ~ounselors (such as SOCE "guru" Joseph
Nicolosi), parent~, and children. 72 The Liberty Counsel's suit alleged that
SB 1~ 72 would v10late plaintiffs' First Amendment free speech and free
exercise of religion rights and parental rights under the First and
Fourteenth Amendments in addition to analogous state law claims. 13
. Two di:a:erent judges in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern Distnc~ ~f Cah~o~nia heard the P JI and Liberty Counsel motions for
prehmmary lllJUnction and issued divergent rulings. Judge William
Shubb granted P JI's motion for a preliminary injunction limited to the
t_hree named plaintiffs. 74 Judge Shubb found that the plaintiffs were
hk~ly t ~ succeed on the merits of their First Amendment free speech
clan:r1s. In contrast, Judge Kimberly Mueller denied Liberty Counsel's
~ot10n for a preliminary injunction, finding that the plaintiffs were not
hkely to succeed on the merits of any of their claims. 76 Liberty Counsel
appealed Judge Mueller's decision to the Ninth Circuit Court and filed
an emergency motion for temporary injunction pending appeal. On
December 2_1,. 2012: the Ninth Circuit granted the emergency motion for
te~porary lllJUnct10n, staying SB ll 72's January 1, 2013 enactment
until _the app~a~ could be heard. 77 Also, California appealed the order
grantmg prehmmary injunction in the P JI case. 78 The Ninth Circuit
consolidated the two cases and upheld the law.79 The Ninth Circuit
1
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subsequently denied a rehearing en bane, with three judges dissenting. 80
Considering the importance of a ban like SB 1172 for individuals and as
legal precedent, it is vital that any issues regarding such a ban's Constitutionality be resolved.

Ill.

FREE EXERCISE CLAUSE CHALLENGES

Given the large portion of SOCE providers and recipients who are
affiliated with faith communities that believe that homosexuality is
immoral and incompatible with their religious tenets, both supporters
and opponents of SOCE should consider the merits of a Free Exercise
Clause challenge to a ban on SOCE. In fact, both lawsuits challenging
SB 1172 alleged that the law would violate the Free Exercise Clause of
the First Amendment, but neither District Court judge considered the
free exercise claims in ruling on the plaintiffs' motions for preliminary
injunction.
In a Free Exercise Clause challenge, a federal court would apply the
Employment Division Department of Human Resources of Oregon v.
Smith standard. Under Smith, in order to survive a Free Exercise Clause
challenge a statute must be (1) neutral and generally applicable and (2)
supported by a legitimate government interest. 81 In Church of the
Lukumi Babalu Aye v. City of Hialeah, a set of city ordinances targeted
the Santeria practice of ritual animal slaughter while exempting other
forms of animal slaughter. 82 There, the Court clarified the Smith standard, holding that strict scrutiny judicial review is triggered when a law is
either not neutral or not generally applicable. 83 Under strict scrutiny, the
state must demonstrate that it has a compelling interest that justifies
burdening religious expression and that the burden is narrowly tailored
to serve that interest. 84
Before examining an SOCE ban under the Court's free exercise
standards it should be noted that there is some question as to whether
'
strict scrutiny
could apply under a hybrid situation theory in which
plaintiffs allege a violation of a fundamental right or liberty in addition
to their free exercise claim. 85 For example, a law that implicates both
First Amendment religious liberty and the liberty of parents to direct
the upbringing of their children, such as limiting the choice between

71.

Complaint at 2-3, Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (E.D. Cal. Oct.
1, 2012) (No. 2:12-cv-02484-WBS-KJN).

72.

Complaint at 2, Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-cv-02497-KJM-EFB 2012 WL
6021465 (E.D. Cal. Oct. 4, 2012).
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Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102, 1122 (E.D. Cal. 2012).
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521 (1993).

83.

Id. at 521.

84.
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85.
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79.

See generally Pickup v. Brown, 728 F.3d 1042 (9th Cir. Aug 29 2013)
(No. 12-17681).
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man studying to become an SOCE therapist who claims to have successfully u~dergone SOCE himself. 71 P JI's lawsuit alleged that SB 1172
woul~ v10late _p~aintiffs' constitutional rights to privacy, free speech, free
exer~1se of ::eh~on, associational rights, and parents' fundamental right
to raise their children as they see fit. Plaintiffs also alleged that SB 1172
would violate the First Amendment's Establishment Clause and was
unconstitutionally vague and overbroad. The Liberty Council another
1
leg~l ~efe~se org_anization, also filed a challenge to SB 1172 on behalf of
plamtiffs mcludmg NARTH, the American Association for Christian
C?unse~ors, individual ~ounselors (such as SOCE "guru" Joseph
N1colos1), parent~, and chil_dr~n. 7~ The Liberty Counsel's suit alleged that
SB 1~ 72 would v10late plamtiffs First Amendment free speech and free
exercise of religion rights and parental rights under the First and
Fourteenth Amendments in addition to analogous state law claims. 73
. Two di~erent judges in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern Distnc~ ~f Cah~o:nia heard the P JI and Liberty Counsel motions for
prehmmary mJunction and issued divergent rulings. Judge William
Shubb granted P JI's motion for a preliminary injunction limited to the
t_hree named plaintiffs. 74 Judge Shubb found that the plaintiffs were
hk~ly t ~ succeed on the merits of their First Amendment free speech
cla1i:is. In contrast, Judge Kimberly Mueller denied Liberty Counsel's
~ot10n for a preliminary injunction, finding that the plaintiffs were not
hkely to succeed on the merits of any of their claims. 76 Liberty Counsel
appealed Judge Mueller's decision to the Ninth Circuit Court and filed
an emergency motion for temporary injunction pending appeal. On
December 2_1,_2012: the Ninth Circuit granted the emergency motion for
tem_porary 1IlJUnct10n, staying SB ll 72's January 1, 2013 enactment
until _the app~a~ could be heard. 77 Also, California appealed the order
grantmg prehmmary injunction in the P JI case. 78 The Ninth Circuit
consolidated the two cases and upheld the law.79 The Ninth Circuit
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subsequently denied a rehearing en bane, with three judges dissenting. 80
Considering the importance of a ban like SB 1172 for individuals and as
legal precedent, it is vital that any issues regarding such a ban's Constitutionality be resolved.

III.

FREE EXERCISE CLAUSE CHALLENGES

Given the large portion of SOCE providers and recipients who are
affiliated with faith communities that believe that homosexuality is
immoral and incompatible with their religious tenets, both supporters
and opponents of SOCE should consider the merits of a Free Exercise
Clause challenge to a ban on SOCE. In fact, both lawsuits challenging
SB 1172 alleged that the law would violate the Free Exercise Clause of
the First Amendment, but neither District Court judge considered the
free exercise claims in ruling on the plaintiffs' motions for preliminary
injunction.
In a Free Exercise Clause challenge, a federal court would apply the

Employment Division Department of Human Resources of Oregon v.
Smith standard. Under Smith, in order to survive a Free Exercise Clause
challenge a statute must be (1) neutral and generally applicable and (2)
supported by a legitimate government interest. 81 In Church of the
Lukumi Babalu Aye v. City of Hialeah, a set of city ordinances targeted
the Santeria practice of ritual animal slaughter while exempting other
forms of animal slaughter. 82 There, the Court clarified the Smith standard, holding that strict scrutiny judicial review is triggered when a law is
either not neutral or not generally applicable. 83 Under strict scrutiny, the
state must demonstrate that it has a compelling interest that justifies
burdening religious expression and that the burden is narrowly tailored
to serve that interest. 84
Before examining an SOCE ban under the Court's free exercise
standards it should be noted that there is some question as to whether
'
strict scrutiny
could apply under a hybrid situation theory in which
plaintiffs allege a violation of a fundamental right or liberty in addition
to their free exercise claim. 85 For example, a law that implicates both
First Amendment religious liberty and the liberty of parents to direct
the upbringing of their children, such as limiting the choice between
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private and public schools, might trigger heightened scrutiny under this
theory.s6 In fact, Smith specifically mentions the rights of parents, which
are invoked in both P JI and the Liberty Counsel's challenges to SB
1172, as a possible ground for a hybrid claim that would necessitate
strict scrutiny.s7 However, no circuit court has applied strict scrutiny to
a hybrid claim in a published opinion.ss

not neutral and generally applicable because it inherently targets
religious individuals. 97
However, Lukumi leaves unsettled whether it is appropriate to consider a legislature's subjective intent in determining neutrality if the text
of the statute contains no indication of such intent. 9s Justice Scalia, who
concurred in the judgment, did not agree with the majority's examination of the subjective intent of the City of Hialeah legislature, noting
that the Supreme Court has a long tradition of "refraining from such
inquiries" because it is "virtually impossible to determine the singular
motive of a collective legislative body." 99 Additionally, courts generally
are reluctant to engage in "acts of legislative mind reading" to determine
the subjective intent or rationale of a legislature. 100
The second factor in Lukumi addresses whether a ban on SOCE is
"gerrymandered," or specially crafted, to prohibit only religiously
motivated reparative therapy. If the ban is gerrymandered, it may not
be neutral or generally applicable. 101 Considering Lukumi, SB l l 72's
provisions do not appear to be "gerrymandered" to prohibit only
religiously motivated SOCE because they also apply to non-religiously
motivated SOCE. Though religiously motivated SOCE overwhelmingly
dominates the practice, there are providers and clients who engage in the
therapy for reasons other than religious ones. 102 SB 1172 would affect
these individuals in the same way as religiously motivated providers and
clients.
The third factor in Lukumi addresses whether a ban on SOCE "pursues the [state's] governmental interests only against conduct motivated
by religious belief. "103 If so, then the ban is not neutral and generally
applicable. 104 Religious adherents bear the heaviest burden of a ban on
reparative therapy since they make up the vast majority of individuals
seeking and providing the therapy. 105 But unlike the statute in Lukumi, a

A. Neutrality and General Applicability
Under the first prong of the Smith standard, a court analyzes whether a law is neutral and generally applicable. While neutrality and general
applicability are two distinct requirements, "failure to satisfy one
requirement is a likely indication that the other has not been satisfied. "s9
In determining whether a statute is neutral, a court must look both for
the facially obvious intent of the law and for any "discriminatory intent
of legislators. " 90 A law is not neutral when it targets particular religious
beliefs. 91 In determining whether a statute is generally applicable, a court
must examine the "design, construction, or enforcement of a law. "92 A
law is not generally applicable when its enforcement imposes burdens
"only on conduct motivated by religious belief. "93
Considering the factors outlined in Lukumi, a ban on SOCE would
be neutral and generally applicable. The first factor addresses whether
the language of such a ban reflects intent to suppress a central element
of a particular religion. 94 If the statute reflects intent to suppress, it may
not be neutral or generally applicable. 95 SB 1172, however, contains no
religious language or explicit acknowledgment of the close tie between
SOCE and religions that believe same-sex relationships are sinful. 96
Opponents of a ban on SOCE would argue that individuals almost
exclusively seek reparative therapy for religious reasons, and thus even
without explicit intent to suppress a particular religion, such a ban is

86.

Id.

87.

Smith, 494 U.S. at 881.

88.

Parker v. Hurley, 514 F.3d 87, 98 (1st Cir. 2008).

89.

Church of the Lukumi, 508 U.S. at 521.

90.

Carol M. Kaplan, The Devil Is in the Details: Neutral, Generally
Applicable Laws and Exceptions from Smith, 75 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1045, 1077
(2000).

91.

Church of the Lukumi, 508 U.S. at 534.

92.

Kaplan, supra note 68, at 1077.

93.

Church of Lukumi, 508 U.S. at 543.

94.

Id. at 521.

95.

Id.

96.

Id.

97.

GLASSGOLD ET AL., supra note 19, at 25.

98.

Church of Lukumi, 508 U.S. at 558 (Scalia, J. concurring in part,
concurring in the judgment).

99.

Id.

100. Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at
*25-26 (E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012).
101. Church of Lukumi, 508 U.S. at 521.
102. See Cruz, supra note 8, at 1325 (citing Joseph Nicolosi's secular rationale
for supporting SOCE).
103. Church of Lukumi, 508 U.S. at 545.
104. Id.
105. See GLASSGOLD ET AL., supra note 19, at 24; The Ex-Gay Survivor's Survey
Results:
Conclusion,
BeyondExGay
(2013),
http://www.beyondexgay.com/survey/results/conclusion.html (reporting
that in a survey of over 400 former SOCE participants, only five were
atheist at the time they sought SOCE).
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private and public schools, might trigger heightened scrutiny under this
theory. 86 In fact, Smith specifically mentions the rights of parents, which
are invoked in both P JI and the Liberty Counsel's challenges to SB
1172, as a possible ground for a hybrid claim that would necessitate
strict scrutiny. 87 However, no circuit court has applied strict scrutiny to
a hybrid claim in a published opinion. 88

not neutral and generally applicable because it inherently targets
religious individuals. 97
However, Lukumi leaves unsettled whether it is appropriate to consider a legislature's subjective intent in determining neutrality if the text
of the statute contains no indication of such intent. 98 Justice Scalia, who
concurred in the judgment, did not agree with the majority's examination of the subjective intent of the City of Hialeah legislature, noting
that the Supreme Court has a long tradition of "refraining from such
inquiries" because it is "virtually impossible to determine the singular
motive of a collective legislative body." 99 Additionally, courts generally
are reluctant to engage in "acts of legislative mind reading" to determine
the subjective intent or rationale of a legislature. 100
The second factor in Lukumi addresses whether a ban on SOCE is
"gerrymandered," or specially crafted, to prohibit only religiously
motivated reparative therapy. If the ban is gerrymandered, it may not
be neutral or generally applicable. 101 Considering Lukumi, SB 1172's
provisions do not appear to be "gerrymandered" to prohibit only
religiously motivated SOCE because they also apply to non-religiously
motivated SOCE. Though religiously motivated SOCE overwhelmingly
dominates the practice, there are providers and clients who engage in the
therapy for reasons other than religious ones. 102 SB 1172 would affect
these individuals in the same way as religiously motivated providers and
clients.
The third factor in Lukumi addresses whether a ban on SOCE "pursues the [state's] governmental interests only against conduct motivated
by religious belief. "103 If so, then the ban is not neutral and generally
applicable. 104 Religious adherents bear the heaviest burden of a ban on
reparative therapy since they make up the vast majority of individuals
seeking and providing the therapy. 105 But unlike the statute in Lukumi, a

A. Neutrality and General Applicability

Under the first prong of the Smith standard, a court analyzes whether a law is neutral and generally applicable. While neutrality and general
applicability are two distinct requirements, "failure to satisfy one
requirement is a likely indication that the other has not been satisfied. "89
In determining whether a statute is neutral, a court must look both for
the facially obvious intent of the law and for any "discriminatory intent
of legislators. "90 A law is not neutral when it targets particular religious
beliefs. 91 In determining whether a statute is generally applicable, a court
must examine the "design, construction, or enforcement of a law." 92 A
law is not generally applicable when its enforcement imposes burdens
"only on conduct motivated by religious belief. "93
Considering the factors outlined in Lukumi, a ban on SOCE would
be neutral and generally applicable. The first factor addresses whether
the language of such a ban reflects intent to suppress a central element
of a particular religion. 94 If the statute reflects intent to suppress, it may
not be neutral or generally applicable. 95 SB 1172, however, contains no
religious language or explicit acknowledgment of the close tie between
SOCE and religions that believe same-sex relationships are sinful. 96
Opponents of a ban on SOCE would argue that individuals almost
exclusively seek reparative therapy for religious reasons, and thus even
without explicit intent to suppress a particular religion, such a ban is
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ba~ l~ke SB 11 '.2 regulates both religiously and non-religiously motivated
activity. ~nd m Stormans Inc. v. Selecky, a free exercise challenge to
t~e Washmgton State Board of Pharmacy's rule denying pharmacies the
nght to conscientiously object to providing certain FDA-approved drugs
partic:ilarly "Plan B" contraception, 106 the court held that "[t]he Fre~
Ex_e~cise Clause is not violated even though a group motivated by
religious reasons may be more likely to engage in the proscribed con107
duct. " By analogy, a ban on SOCE like SB 1172 would not be
constitutionally impermissible even though individuals who are motivated by religious reasons are more likely to seek and provide SOCE.
1

B. Legitimate State Interest

T~e secon_d prong of the Smith analysis, determining whether the
state I~ ~ursumg a legitimate interest with its law, is also critical to
d~termmmg a ban on SOCE's compliance with the Free Exercise Clause.
FITst, a state's interest in regulating SOCE is enhanced when the state is
regulating the provision of SOCE to minors. Any harms of SOCE are
compounded by the emotional and legal vulnerability of minors. States
have a duty as parens patriae 108 to protect the health and well being of
•
109 J
.
mmors.. ~~0t as ~state ha~ the authonty to compel lifesaving blood
transfus10ns and impose child labor laws, 111 it should have the authority to prohibit LMHP from providing SOCE to minors if it determines
that SOCE is harmful.
Second, and less clear, is the issue of whether SOCE is harmful.112
There are few examples of cases in which a court has recognized the
harms of SOCE. The most notable example is Pitcherskaia v. INS an
asylum case in which the Ninth Circuit recognized SOCE as "pers~cut'10n. " 113 N ot a bly, t h e case mvolved
·
a petitioner who was involuntarily

106. Stormans, Inc. v. Selecky, 586 F.3d 1109, 1116-17 (9th Cir. 2009).
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government officials, a
b . ted to reparative therapy by Russian
.
h U · d S t 114
context which is quite different from SOCE m t e mte ta e_s.
There is no specific quantum of scientific evidence that a legislature
must produce in order to establish that a particular regulation is
necessary. As to the legislative findings in SB 1172, unfortunately, the
California General Assembly did not make a strong case ~or ~hy ~OCE
· harmful. In the legislative findings of SB 1172, Cahforma cited a
isumber of statistics demonstrating that LGB youth have d"rnpropor t"10n~tely higher rates of depression and suicide. 115 The legislative findings
acknowledge the stigma and familial rejection faced by many LGB
youth. 116 The statute implicitly concludes that treating same-sex a~trac
tion as an illness or a moral wrong to be corrected must logically
increase the stigma and depression experienced by LGB youth. 117 SB
ll 72's legislative findings do not cite any scientific studies as evidence of
this correlation.
Nevertheless even though the scientific evidence of the harmfulness
of SOCE is spar~e, a ban on SOCE "would still be a valid legi~lat~ve
enactment. "118 A ban on SOCE is "not subject to courtroom fact-fmdmg
and may be based on rational speculation unsupported by evidence or
empirical data. "119 Thus, insufficient scientific evidence is not enough to
make a ban on SOCE fail under the legitimate interest prong of the
Smith test. A state can claim a legitimate interest in eradicating an
unnecessary practice and in reducing the societal oppression and stigma
. .
experience by LGB individuals.
Under a Free Exercise Clause analysis, a ban on SOCE similar to SB
1172 would be both neutral and generally applicable, satisfying first
prong of the Smith test. Furthermore, there is enough _s~ientifi~ evidence
to show that SOCE is harmful, giving the state a legitimate mterest to
intervene on behalf of minors. Since a ban like SB 1172 would satisfy
both prongs of the Smith test, it would not violate the First Amendment's Free Exercise Clause.

SU JeC

107. Stormans, 586 F.3d at 1131 (citing Reynolds v. U.S. 98 US 145 166-67
(1878)).
,
. .
'
108. The state as parens patriae may "act to guard the general interest in
youth's well being" by restricting "the parent's control." Prince v.
Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 166 (1944).
109. See Parham v. J.R., 442 U.S. 584, 605 (1979).
110. Jehovah'~ Witnesses in State of Wash. v. King Cnty. Hosp. Unit No. 1
(Harborv1ew!, 278 F.Supp. 488, 504 (W.D. Wash. 1967), aff'd, 390 U.S. 598
(19?8) (holdmg that the Free Exercise Clause does not protect parental
chmces to deny children lifesaving medical treatment for religious reasons).
111. Prince, 321 U.S. at 176 (holding that child labor laws apply to the
employment of children for religious proselytization).
112. See supra Part I.B.

114. Id. at 644-45.

113. Pitcherskaia v. INS, 118 F.3d. 641, 648 (9th Cir. 1997).

119. Id. (citing FCC v. Beach Comm., Inc., 508 U.S. 307, 315 (1993)); Ginsberg
v. State of New York, 390 U.S. 629, 642-43 (1968)).
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115. S.B. 1172, 2011-2012 Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2012).
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at
*25-26 (E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012).
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ba~ ~ke SB 11 '.2 regulates both religiously and non-religiously motivated
activity. ~nd m Stormans, Inc. v. Selecky, a free exercise challenge to
t~e Washmgton State Board of Pharmacy's rule denying pharmacies the
nght to conscientiously object to providing certain FDA-approved drugs
partic:ilarly "Plan B" contraception, 106 the court held that "[t]he Fre~
Ex_e~c1se Clause is not violated even though a group motivated by
religious reasons may be more likely to engage in the proscribed cond uc t · " 107 B Y ana1ogy, a ban on SOCE like SB 1172 would not be
constitutionally impermissible even though individuals who are motivated by religious reasons are more likely to seek and provide SOCE.
B. Legitimate State Interest

T~e secon_d prong of the Smith analysis, determining whether the
state i~ ~ursumg a legitimate interest with its law, is also critical to
d~term1mng a ban on SOCE's compliance with the Free Exercise Clause.
First, a state's interest in regulating SOCE is enhanced when the state is
regulating the provision of SOCE to minors. Any harms of SOCE are
compounded by the emotional and legal vulnerability of minors. States
have a duty as parens patriae 108 to protect the health and well being of
109 J
.
mmors. . ~~0t as ~ state ha~ the authority to compel lifesaving blood
transfus10ns and impose child labor laws, m it should have the authority to prohibit LMHP from providing SOCE to minors if it determines
that SOCE is harmful.
Second, and less clear, is the issue of whether SOCE is harmful.112
There are few examples of cases in which a court has recognized the
harms of SOCE. The most notable example is Pitcherskaia v. INS an
a_syl~~ case in which the ~inth Circuit r~~ognized SOCE as "pers~cu
tion.
Notably, the case mvolved a petit10ner who was involuntarily

3

106. Stormans, Inc. v. Selecky, 586 F.3d 1109, 1116-17 (9th Cir. 2009).
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. ted to reparative therapy by Russian government officials, a
.
. dS
114
subJec
context which is quite different from ~O~~ m ~he Umte tate_s.
There is no specific quantum of scientific evidence that a legis~atu:r:e
must produce in order to establish that a particular regulat10n IS
necessary. As to the legislative findings in SB 1172, unfortunately, the
California General Assembly did not make a strong case ~or ~hy ~OCE
· harmful. In the legislative findings of SB 1172, Cahforma cited a
18
umber of statistics demonstrating that LGB youth have d.isproport·10n~tely higher rates of depression a~~ suici_de. 1_15 The legislative findings
acknowledge the stigma and familial reJect10n faced by many LGB
youth.116 The statute implicitly concludes that treating same-sex a~trac
tion as an illness or a moral wrong to be corrected must logically
increase the stigma and depression experienced by LGB youth. 117 SB
ll 72's legislative findings do not cite any scientific studies as evidence of
this correlation.
Nevertheless even though the scientific evidence of the harmfulness
of SOCE is spar~e, a ban on SOCE "would still be a valid legi~lat~ve
enactment. "118 A ban on SOCE is "not subject to courtroom fact-fmdmg
and may be based on rational speculation unsupported by evidence or
empirical data. "119 Thus, insufficient scientific evidence is not enough to
make a ban on SOCE fail under the legitimate interest prong of the
Smith test. A state can claim a legitimate interest in eradicating an
unnecessary practice and in reducing the societal oppression and stigma
experience by LGB individuals.
. .
·
Under a Free Exercise Clause analysis, a ban on SOCE Similar to SB
1172 would be both neutral and generally applicable, satisfying first
prong of the Smith test. Furthermore, there is enough _s~ientifi: evidence
to show that SOCE is harmful, giving the state a legitimate mterest to
intervene on behalf of minors. Since a ban like SB 1172 would satisfy
both prongs of the Smith test, it would not violate the First Amendment's Free Exercise Clause.

107. Stormans, 586 F.3d at 1131 (citing Reynolds v. U.S. 98 US 145 166-67
(1878)).
'
. .
'
108.

The state as parens patriae may "act to guard the general interest in
youth's well being" by restricting "the parent's control." Prince v.
Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 166 (1944).

109. See Parham v. J.R., 442 U.S. 584, 605 (1979).
110. Jehovah's Witnesses in State of Wash. v. King Cnty. Hosp. Unit No 1
(Harborview!, 278 F.Supp. 488, 504 (W.D. Wash. 1967), aff'd, 390 U.S. S98
(19~8) (holdmg t~at the_ Free _Exercise Clause does not protect parental
chmces to deny children hfesavmg medical treatment for religious reasons).
111.
Prince, 321 U.S .. at 176 (holding that child labor laws apply to the
employment of children for religious proselytization).
112. See supra Part LB.
113. Pitcherskaia v. INS, 118 F.3d. 641, 648 (9th Cir. 1997).
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114. Id. at 644-45.
115. S.B. 1172, 2011-2012 Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2012).
116. Id.
117. Id.
118. Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at
*25-26 (E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012).
119. Id. (citing FCC v. Beach Comm., Inc., 508 U.S. 307, 315 (1993)); Ginsberg
v. State of New York, 390 U.S. 629, 642-43 (1968)).
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IV. p ARENTS'

RIGHT TO RAISE THEIR CHILDREN AS THEY

SEE FIT

Parents have a fundamental liberty interest in raising their children
12
as t~ey ~ee fit. ° Courts balance this interest against the state's parens
patnae mterest in protecting the health and well being of children. 121
Parents' religiously motivated choices of how to raise their children have
be~n. outweigh~d by the state's parens patriae interest in cases involving
religious practices that violate child labor laws 122 and religious beliefs
that prevent children from receiving lifesaving blood transfusions.123
Principally, the Court held in Prince v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts
that "[t]he right to practice religion freely does not include liberty to
expose ... the child ... to ill health or death. "124
Plaintiffs in both the Liberty Counsel and the P JI lawsuits have alle~ed that SB 1172 will violate their fundamental right to raise their
children as they see fit. 125 If a legislature determines, as the California
General Assembly did, that SOCE is harmful to children, it is permitted
to re~ulate SOCE in order to protect the health and safety of children. 126
As discussed above, even though the scientific evidence of SOCE's
harmfulness is weak, the legislature's determination that SOCE is
harmful is not subject to scientific scrutiny or an independent factual
inquiry by a court. 127
Additionally, patients (and parents acting on a child-patient's behalf) do not have a fundamental right to choose a particular medical
120.

See, e.g., Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 401 (1923) (holding that
p~rents are free to enroll their children in foreign language instruction)·

Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 534 (1925) (holding that parent~
are free to enroll their children in private schools); Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406
U.~. 205, 212 (1972) (holding that Amish parents may withdraw their
children from school after the eighth grade for religious reasons).
121. See Parham v. J.R., 442 U.S. 584, 605 (1979).
122. Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 166-67 (1944).
123. Jehovah's Witnesses in State of Wash. v. King Cnty. Hosp. Unit No. 1
(Harborview), 278 F.Supp. 488, 504 (W.D. Wash. 1967) a.ff'd 390 US 598
(1968).
'
'
..
124. Prince, 321 U.S. at 166-67.
125. Complaint at 19-21, Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (E.D. Cal. Oct.
1, 2012) (No. 2:12-cv-02484-WBS-KJN); Complaint at 45, Pickup v.
Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB 2012 WL 6021465 (ED Cal Oct
4, 2012).
'
. .
.
.
126. See Prince, 321 U.S. 158; Jehovah's Witnesses, 278 F.Supp. at 504.
127. Supra Part IV.B; Complaint at 45, Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465 (E.D. Cal. Oct. 4, 2012) (citing FCC v.
Beach Comm., Inc., 508 U.S. 307, 315 (1993); Ginsberg v. State of New
York, 390 U.S. 629, 642-43 (1968)).
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128
Ninth
t reatment that is reasonably prohibited by the government. · The
f
and Tenth Circuits have held that such a right does not exist or cancer
tients who desire a treatment that has not been approved by the
~~A.129 Therefore, if a legislature reasonably bans S~~E, a patient's
ents no longer have the right to choose SOCE as a chmcal treatment.
par
· its
· ruling
·
Furthermore,
as the district court noted m
on t h e L"b
i ert Y
Counsel's motion for preliminary injunction of SB 1172, parents may
still seek SOCE for their children from unlicensed providers. 130
In a parental rights challenge, a ban on SOCE similar .to SB 11_72
would be subject to a balancing test. Parents' fundamental nght to raise
their children as they see fit would be weighed against the states' broad
power to protect the health and safety of chi~dren. Where a state
legitimately finds that SOCE poses a danger to children, a ban o? SOCE
would be analogous to the lifesaving medical treatments and child labor
laws that the Supreme Court has held outweigh parents' fundamental
right to raise their children as they see fit. Thus, a ban on SOC~ ~imilar
to SB 1172 would likely survive a challenge based on parents nght to
raise their children as they see fit.

V.

THE FIRST AMENDMENT'S GUARANTEE OF FREEDOM OF

SPEECH

Psychotherapy is a uniquely speech-based service, a trait that will
invariably raise free speech concerns whenever a limit is imposed on the
practice. In both lawsuits challenging SB ~172, plai~tiff~ alleged that the
statute is an unconstitutional prior restramt on theII FIIst Amendment
right to speak freely and to receive information. 131 Speci.fica~ly, L~HP
plaintiffs have alleged that the statute presents unconstitut~onal viewpoint discrimination because it prohibits them from offermg SOCE,
providing referrals for SOCE, and even discussing SOCE. 132 The consti-

128. Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at *10
(E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012) (citing Martin v. Campbell, yYL 1692074 (~.D.
Ark. 2010) (finding that acupuncturists are not _e~titled to prescribe,
administer or dispense certain drugs)); People v. Pnv1tera, 2~ Cal. 3d ~97,
703-04 (1979) ("The selection of a particular procedure is a medical
matter"); Sharrer v. Zettel, 2005 WL 885129, at *7 (N ..D. Cal. Mar. 7,
2005) (finding no fundamental right to choose type of medical treatment or
particular health care provider).
129. Carnohan v. United States, 616 F.2d 1120, 1122 (9th Cir. 1980) (per
curiam); Rutherford v. United States, 616 F.2d 455, 457 (10th Cir. 1980).
130. Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at *21
(E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012).
131. Complaint at 13-14,Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (E.D. Cal. Oct.
1, 2012) (No. 2:12-cv-02484-WBS-KJN); Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at *12 (E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012).
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IV·

PARENTS' RIGHT TO RAISE THEIR CHILDREN AS THEY

SEE FIT

Parents have a fundamental liberty interest in raising their children
120
as t~ey ~ee fit. _Courts balance this interest against the state's parens
patnae mterest m protecting the health and well being of children. 121
Parents' religiously motivated choices of how to raise their children have
be~n. outweigh~d by the state's parens patriae interest in cases involving
religious practices that violate child labor laws 122 and religious beliefs
that prevent children from receiving lifesaving blood transfusions.123
Principally, the Court held in Prince v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts
that "[t]he right to practice religion freely does not include liberty to
expose ... the child ... to ill health or death. "124
Plaintiffs in both the Liberty Counsel and the P JI lawsuits have alle~ed that SB 1172 will violate their fundamental right to raise their
children as they see fit. 125 If a legislature determines, as the California
General Assembly did, that SOCE is harmful to children, it is permitted
to re~late SOCE in order to protect the health and safety of children. 125
As discussed above, even though the scientific evidence of SOCE's
harmfulness is weak, the legislature's determination that SOCE is
harmful is not subject to scientific scrutiny or an independent factual
inquiry by a court. 127
Additionally, patients (and parents acting on a child-patient's behalf) do not have a fundamental right to choose a particular medical
120.

See, e.g., Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 401 (1923) (holding that
p~rents are f_ree to enroll their children in foreign language instruction);
Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 534 (1925) (holding that parents
are free to enroll their children in private schools); Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406
U.~. 205, 212 (1972) (holding that Amish parents may withdraw their
children from school after the eighth grade for religious reasons).
121. See Parham v. J.R., 442 U.S. 584, 605 (1979).
122. Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 166-67 (1944).
123.

Jehovah's Witnesses in State of Wash. v. King Cnty. Hosp. Unit No. 1
(Harborview), 278 F.Supp. 488, 504 (W.D. Wash. 1967) a.fj'd 390 US 598
..
(1968).
,
,

124. Prince, 321 U.S. at 166-67.
125. Complaint at 19-21, Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (E.D. Cal. Oct.
1, 2012) (No. 2:12-cv-02484-WBS-KJN); Complaint at 45, Pickup v.
Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB 2012 WL 6021465 (E.D Cal Oct
4, 2012).
'
.
.
.
126. See Prince, 321 U.S. 158; Jehovah's Witnesses, 278 F.Supp. at 504.
127. Supra Part IV.B; Complaint at 45, Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465 (E.D. Cal. Oct. 4, 2012) (citing FCC v.
Beach Comm., Inc., 508 U.S. 307, 315 (1993); Ginsberg v. State of New
York, 390 U.S. 629, 642-43 (1968)).
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treatment that is reasonably prohibited by the government. ~ 28 The Ninth
and Tenth Circuits have held that such a right does not exISt for cancer
atients who desire a treatment that has not been approved by the
~DA.129 Therefore, if a legislature reasonably bans S~~E, a patient's
ents no longer have the right to choose SOCE as a chmcal treatment.
par
· its
· ruling
· on t h e L"b
i ert Y
Furthermore,
as the district court noted m
Counsel's motion for preliminary injunction of SB 1172, parents may
still seek SOCE for their children from unlicensed providers. 130
In a parental rights challenge, a ban on SOCE similar _to SB 11_72
would be subject to a balancing test. Parents' fundamental nght to raise
their children as they see fit would be weighed against the states' broad
power to protect the health and safety of chi~dren. Where a state
legitimately finds that SOCE poses a danger to children, a ban o? SOCE
would be analogous to the lifesaving medical treatments and child labor
laws that the Supreme Court has held outweigh parents' fundamental
right to raise their children as they see fit. Thus, a ban on SOCE similar
to SB 1172 would likely survive a challenge based on parents' right to
raise their children as they see fit.

V.

THE FIRST AMENDMENT'S GUARANTEE OF FREEDOM OF

SPEECH

Psychotherapy is a uniquely speech-based service, a trait that will
invariably raise free speech concerns whenever a limit is imposed on the
practice. In both lawsuits challenging SB ~172, plai~tiff~ alleged that the
statute is an unconstitutional prior restramt on their First Amendment
right to speak freely and to receive information. 131 Speci_fica~ly, Uv~HP
plaintiffs have alleged that the statute presents u~const1tut~onal viewpoint discrimination because it prohibits them from offermg SOCE,
providing referrals for SOCE, and even discussing SOCE. 132 The consti-

128. Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at *10
(E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012) (citing Martin v. Campbell, ~L 1692074 (~.D.
Ark. 2010) (finding that acupuncturists are not _e~titled to prescribe,
administer or dispense certain drugs)); People v. Privitera, 2~ Cal. 3d ~97,
703-04 (1979) ("The selection of a particular procedure 1s a medical
matter"); Sharrer v. Zettel, 2005 WL 885129, at *7 (N._D. Cal. Mar. 7,
2005) (finding no fundamental right to choose type of medical treatment or
particular health care provider).
129. Carnohan v. United States, 616 F.2d 1120, 1122 (9th Cir. 1980) (per
curiam); Rutherford v. United States, 616 F.2d 455, 457 (10th Cir. 1980).
130. Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at *21
(E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012).
131. Complaint at 13-14,Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (E.D. Cal. Oct.
1, 2012) (No. 2:12-cv-02484-WBS-KJN); Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at *12 (E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012).
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tutionality of a ban on SOCE would turn on whether the ban prohibits
all discussion of SOCE or simply prohibits the practice of SOCE.
. License.cl professionals do not automatically lose their free speech
nghts by virtue of being members of a state-regulated profession. 133 In
Rust v. Sullivan, the Supreme Court held that restrictions on a doctors'
free sp~~ch might violate the doctor-patient relationship. 134 Furthermore,
and critical for the SB 1172 cases pending in the Ninth Circuit the court
in Conant v. Walters struck down a statute that prohibited do~tors from
discussing medical marijuana with their patients, holding that it was an
uncon~t~tutiona~ restriction on doctors' free speech rights even though
prescnbmg medical marijuana was illegal. 135
However, where speech (or silence) is required to comply with a
statute, the First Amendment is not necessarily implicated at all. The
Supreme Court held in Giboney v. Empire Storage f;J Ice Co. that "it
has never been deemed an abridgement of freedom of speech or press to
:U~~e a cour~e of conduct illegal merely because the conduct was in part
imtiated, evidenced, or carried out by means of language, either spoken
. t ed . "136 When speech is an integral part of a treatment,'
wn•tten, or pnn
such. speech may be regulated just as any other medical or psychotherapeutic.treatment could be. 137 In Catholic Charities of Sacramento, Inc. v.
Superior Court, a challenged statute required employers who provided
group health care to include coverage for prescription contraceptives. 13s
~atholic Charities alleged that the requirement violated its free speech
r~ghts by requiring ''.symbolic speech" that affirmed the use of contraceptives, the use of which Catholic Charities condemned. 139 The court held
that "compliance with a law regulating health care benefits is not
140
speech. " Even though complying with regulations on mental health
services involves speech-or the inability to say a certain thing-
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compliance itself is not speech, thus it is not protected under the First
Amendment.
.
In considering the constitutionality of a statute like SB 1172, a key
issue is whether the statute prohibits LMHP from even discussing SOCE
with a patient. Two U.S. District Court judges who addressed challenges
to SB 1172 disagreed as to whether SB 1172 prohibits speech about
SOCE as well as the practice of it. Judge William Shubb foun~ that SB
1172 barred LMHPs from discussing SOCE and that SB 1172 is unco~
stitutional in light of Conant. 141 Conversely, in the Liberty Council
lawsuit, Judge Kimberly Mueller found that under S~ 1172 LMHP
ould be allowed to discuss SOCE and even refer clients to SOCE
wrovided by non-LMHPs, and thus, SB 1172 does not violate the First
~mendment. 142 Judge Mueller found that "[n]othing in SB 1172 pre-:ents
a therapist from mentioning the existence of SOCE, recomme~dmg a
book on SOCE or recommending SOCE treatment by another unlicensed
person such as a religious figure. "143 The Ninth Circuit agreed with Judge
Mueller, concluding that SB 1172 is a "regulation of professio1:1al conduct, where the state's power is great, even though such regulation may
have an incidental effect on speech. "144
A. A Statute That Does Not Limit LMHPs' Ability to Discuss SOCE
Would Be Constitutional

133. See Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516, 531 (1945) (holding that "the rights
of free speech and a free press are not confined to any field of human
interest").

SB 1172 prohibits LMHP from "engag[ing]" in SOCE and defines
SOCE as "practices." 145 Judge Mueller found that SB 11 72 only limits
the practice of SOCE not discussion of it, and further the statute "does
not require affirmatio~ of the patient's homosexuality. "146 This in~erpre
tation may even leave room for counseling that empowers ~ patient to
choose celibacy in response to her perceived same-sex attract10ns, tho~gh
Judge Mueller did not explicitly address this issue since it was not raISed
by the plaintiffs.
To survive a constitutional challenge, a ban on SOCE must be broad
enough to allow speech about SOCE. The First Ame~dment r_equires
that, like the plaintiffs in Conant who were free to share mformation and
even express opinions about medical marijuana, 147 LMHP must be able
to discuss and even recommend SOCE.

134. Rust v. Sullivan, 500 U.S. 173, 175 (1991).

141. Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102, 1117 (E.D. Cal. 2012).

135. Conant v. Walters, 309 F.3d 629, 639 (9th Cir. 2002).

142. Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at *12
(E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012).

132. Complaint at 13-14, Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (E.D. Cal. Oct.
1, 2012) (No. 2:12-cv-02484-WBS-KJN); Complaint at 36, Pickup v.
Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465 (E.D. Cal. Oct.
4, 2012).

136. Giboney v. Empire Storage & Ice Co., 336 U.S. 490, 502 (1949).
137. Nat'l Ass'n for Advancement of Psychoanalysis v. Cal. Bd. of Psych. 228
F.3d 1043, 1054 (9th Cir. 2000).
'
138. Catholic Charities of Sacramento, Inc. v. Super. Ct., 85 P.3d 67, 74-75
(Cal. 2004).
139. Id. at 88.

143. Id. at 16.
144. Pickup v. Brown, 728 F.3d 1042, 1055 (9th Cir. Aug. 29, 2013) (No. 1217681).
145. S.B. 1172, 2011-2012 Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2012).
146. Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-K.JM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at *16
(E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012).

140. Id. at 89.

147. Conant v. Walters, 309 F.3d 629, 632 (9th Cir. 2002).
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tutionality of a ban on SOCE would turn on whether the ban prohibits
all discussion of SOCE or simply prohibits the practice of SOCE.
. License_d professionals do not automatically lose their free speech
nghts by virtue of being members of a state-regulated profession. 133 In
Rust v. Sullivan, the Supreme Court held that restrictions on a doctors'
free sp~~ch might violate the doctor-patient relationship. 134 Furthermore,
and critical for the SB 1172 cases pending in the Ninth Circuit the court
in Conant v. Walters struck down a statute that prohibited do~tors from
discussing medical marijuana with their patients, holding that it was an
uncon~t~tutiona~ restriction on doctors' free speech rights even though
prescnbmg medical marijuana was illegal. 135
However, where speech (or silence) is required to comply with a
statute, the First Amendment is not necessarily implicated at all. The
Supreme Court held in Giboney v. Empire Storage CJ Ice Co. that "it
has never been deemed an abridgement of freedom of speech or press to
:U~~e a cour~e of conduct illegal merely because the conduct was in part
m1trnted, evidenced, or carried out by means of language, either spoken
. t ed . "136 When speech is an integral part of a treatment,'
wn.tt en, or prm
such_ speech may be regulated just as any other medical or psychotherapeutic_treatment could be. 137 In Catholic Charities of Sacramento, Inc. v.
Superior Court, a challenged statute required employers who provided
group health care to include coverage for prescription contraceptives. 138
~atholic Charities alleged that the requirement violated its free speech
r~ghts by requiring ''.symbolic speech" that affirmed the use of contraceptives, the use of which Catholic Charities condemned. 139 The court held
that "compliance with a law regulating health care benefits is not
140
speech. " Even though complying with regulations on mental health
services involves speech-or the inability to say a certain thing-
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compliance itself is not speech, thus it is not protected under the First
Amendment.
Jn considering the constitutionality of a statute like SB 1172, a key
issue is whether the statute prohibits LMHP from even discussing SOCE
with a patient. Two U.S. District Court judges who addressed challenges
to SB 1172 disagreed as to whether SB 1172 prohibits speech about
SOCE as well as the practice of it. Judge William Shubb foun~ that SB
1172 barred LMHPs from discussing SOCE and that SB 1172 is unco11:stitutional in light of Conant. 141 Conversely, in the Liberty Council
lawsuit, Judge Kimberly Mueller found that under S~ 1172 LMHP
would be allowed to discuss SOCE and even refer clients to SOCE
provided by non-LMHPs, and thus, SB 1172 does not violate the First
Amendment. 142 Judge Mueller found that "[n]othing in SB 1172 prn:ents
a therapist from mentioning the existence of SOCE, recomme~dmg a
book on SOCE or recommending SOCE treatment by another unlicensed
person such as a religious figure." 143 The Ninth C~cuit agreed ':ith Judge
Mueller, concluding that SB 1172 is a "regulat10n of professio~al conduct, where the state's power is great, even though such regulation may
have an incidental effect on speech. "144
A. A Statute That Does Not Limit LMHPs' Ability to Discuss BOGE
Would Be Constitutional

133. See Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516, 531 (1945) (holding that "the rights
of free speech and a free press are not confined to any field of human
interest").

SB 1172 prohibits LMHP from "engag[ing]" in SOCE and defines
SOCE as "practices. " 145 Judge Mueller found that SB 1172 only limits
the practice of SOCE not discussion of it, and further the statute "does
not require affirmatio~ of the patient's homosexuality. "146 This in~erpre
tation may even leave room for counseling that empowers~ patient to
choose celibacy in response to her perceived same-sex attractions, tho~gh
Judge Mueller did not explicitly address this issue since it was not raised
by the plaintiffs.
To survive a constitutional challenge, a ban on SOCE must be broad
enough to allow speech about SOCE. The First Ame~dment r_equires
that, like the plaintiffs in Conant who were free to share information and
even express opinions about medical marijuana, 147 LMHP must be able
to discuss and even recommend SOCE.

134. Rust v. Sullivan, 500 U.S. 173, 175 (1991).

141. Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102, 1117 (E.D. Cal. 2012).

135. Conant v. Walters, 309 F.3d 629, 639 (9th Cir. 2002).

142. Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at *12
(E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012).

132. Complaint at 13-14, Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (E.D. Cal. Oct.
1, 2012) (No. 2:12-cv-02484-WBS-KJN); Complaint at 36, Pickup v.
Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465 (E.D. Cal. Oct.
4, 2012).

136. Giboney v. Empire Storage & Ice Co., 336 U.S. 490, 502 (1949).
137. Nat'l Ass'n for Advancement of Psychoanalysis v. Cal. Bd. of Psych. 228
F.3d 1043, 1054 (9th Cir. 2000).
'
138. Catholic Charities of Sacramento, Inc. v. Super. Ct., 85 P.3d 67, 74-75
(Cal. 2004).
139. Id. at 88.

143. Id. at 16.
144. Pickup v. Brown, 728 F.3d 1042, 1055 (9th Cir. Aug. 29, 2013) (No. 1217681).
145. S.B. 1172, 2011-2012 Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2012).
146. Pickup v. Brown, No. 2:12-CV-02497-KJM-EFB, 2012 WL 6021465, at *16
(E.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2012).

140. Id. at 89.
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B. A Statute That Limits LMHPs' Ability to Discuss SOCE Would Be
Unconstitutional

able to demonstrate an actual problem by arguing that LGB individuals
.ving unnecessary treatment-an assertion that has more
are re Cel
. .
1
1 r nk
· t"fic support. Nevertheless without estabhshmg a c ear causa i
scien
i
'
E
h
h"b"t
to satisfy the "actually necessary" prong, a ban on .soc_ t at pro i i s
LMHP from even discussing SOCE would not survive First Amendment
strict scrutiny review.

If a ban is found to prohibit LMHPs from discussing SOCE, then a
court would find that the ban is not content neutral and examine its
constitutionality under strict scrutiny review. 148 Under First Amendment
strict scrutiny a statute that curtails speech must be (1) actually
necessary to solve (2) an actual problem. 149 The Supreme Court has
noted that the chances of a content-based regulation's surviving strict
scrutiny are slim. 150
1. Actually Necessary

In order for a statute to be actually necessary, "[t]here must be a
direct causal link between the restriction imposed and the injury to be
151
prevented. " In Brown v. Entertainment Merchants Association where
California passed a statute restricting minors' access to violent video
games, the Court held that there was insufficient evidence that violent
video games cause children to be more aggressive. 152 A ban on SOCE
that prohibits LMHP from discussing SOCE would not survive under
Brown. Though there is some evidence that SOCE is unnecessary, there
is little reliable evidence of a direct causal link between SOCE and
harms experienced by recipients of the therapy. 153 As in Brown, without
evidence of this causal link, a ban would not be "actually necessary."
2. Actual Problem
A statute that restricts speech based on content also must address
an actual problem. In U.S. v. Alvarez, a federal statute criminalized
individuals who make false claims of receiving military honors. 154 The
Court found no actual problem where the government could point to no
evidence that false claims of military honors diluted public opinion of
155
those honors. Here, again, the weak scientific evidence of SOCE's
harms may make it difficult for proponents of a ban on SOCE to
establish its constitutionality. However, proponents of a ban might be
148. Nat'l Ass'n for Advancement of Psychoanalysis v. Cal. Bd. of Psych., 228
F.3d 1043, 1055 (9th Cir. 2000); Jacobs v. Clark Cnty. Sch. Dist., 526 F.3d
419, 431 (9th Cir. 2008).
149. Brown v. Entm't Merchs. Ass'n, 131 S. Ct. 2729, 2738 (2010).

VI.

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF A BAN ON SOCE

A statutory ban on SOCE may be constitutional but that does not
mean it is the best policy for addressing the problem .of SO~E. For the
many LGB individuals and their allie.s who know m their ~uts that
same-sex attraction is not a disorder or ill~ess to be cure~, passmg statefor
1eve1 b ans on SOCE may seem like the qmckest, most direct method
.
eradicating the problem. However, such a ban can have negative consequences. First, a ban on SOCE provided by LM~Ps could fo~ce LGB
ho will still be subjected to SOCE despite the ban mto the
youth W
d
r
hadows of unlicensed mental health care and faith-base counse mg.
~econd, encouraging legislators to rely on inconclusive and inconsistent
scientific research may have unintended consequences for other progressive causes, such as women's reproductive rights.
A. The Shadows of Unregulated SOCE

Even after a statutory ban on SOCE, individuals will still choose
SOCE. In the counseling context, an indiv.idual'~ relf ~ious bel~efs .d~serve
the same respect as his or her sexual onentation. 5 Man! mdiv~d~als
would reasonably choose their religious beliefs over .their confh~tmg
sexual orientation. Bans on SOCE like SB 1172 will not eradicate
reparative therapy; they will only de-professionalize it by driving these
individuals to non-LMHP SOCE providers.
Reparative therapy is often inextricably intertwined with faith-based
support groups, clergy, and pastoral counselors. 157 Bans on profession~lly
provided reparative therapy may lead individuals to seek counseh.ng
services exclusively from non-licensed pastoral counselors or clergy. With
practitioners who are "not trained to handle concomitant mental health
problems" providing mental health services, LGB ~outh who ~re alr~ady
vulnerable to suicide and depression are placed m a precanous situa-

150. U.S. v. Playboy Entm't Grp., Inc., 529 U.S. 803, 818 (2000) ("It is rare
that a regulation restricting speech because of its content will ever be
permissible.").
151. U.S. v. Alvarez, 132 S.Ct. 2537, 2549 (2012).
152. Brown, 131 S. Ct. at 2739.
153. Supra Part LB.

156. Douglas C. Haldeman, Gay Rights, Patient Rights: The Implications of
Sexual Orientation Conversion Therapy, 33 PROF'L PSYCH. RESEARCH AND
PRACTICE 260, 263 (2002).
157. Robert L. Spitzer, Can Some Gay Men and Lesbians Change Their Sexual
Orientation? 200 Participants Reporting a Change from Homosexual to
Heterosexual Orientation, 41 ARCHIVES OF SEXUAL BEHAVIOr 403, 404
(2003).

154. Alvarez, 132 S.Ct. at 2549.
155. Id.
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establish its constitutionality. However, proponents of a ban might be
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A. The Shadows of Unregulated SOCE

Even after a statutory ban on SOCE, individuals will still choose
SOCE. In the counseling context, an individual's religious beliefs deserve
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would reasonably choose their religious beliefs over .their confh~tmg
sexual orientation. Bans on SOCE like SB 1172 will not eradicate
reparative therapy; they will only de-professionalize it by driving these
individuals to non-LMHP SOCE providers.
Reparative therapy is often inextricably intertwined with faith-based
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support groups, clergy, and pastoral counselors. 157 Bans on pro £ession~
provided reparative therapy may lead individuals to seek counseh_ng
services exclusively from non-licensed pastoral counselors or clergy. With
practitioners who are "not trained to handle concomitant mental health
problems" providing mental health services, LGB ~outh who ~re alr~ady
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158
tion. In his concurring opinion in Conant v. Walters, Judge Kozinski
noted the dangers of completely silencing licensed practitioners on a
particular issue: "word-of-mouth and the Internet are poor substitutes
for a medical doctor; information obtained from chat rooms and tabloids
cannot make up for the loss of individualized advice from a physician
with many years of training and experience." 159 LMHP, even those who
provide SOCE, are guaranteed to have received training in treating
clients who are depressed and suicidal and will know how to respond to
LGB youth who are experiencing depression and suicide. 160 This is
undeniably a safeguard that is not guaranteed to exist when unlicensed
individuals provide SOCE.
Additionally, SOCE will not disappear immediately if states across
the country enact bans similar to California's; rather, SOCE will be
driven into the shadows of unregulated conduct. While SOCE provided
by LMHP may not be any more scientifically or ethically sound than
SOCE provided by unlicensed counselors, there is something about
leaving a practice in the realm of state regulation that provides some
measure of societal accountability. Further, stigmatizing the practice
itself could make it harder for LGB individuals who are entrenched in a
community that promotes SOCE to repudiate the practice and come out
of the closet. These individuals would not only have to reject their
culture, community, and family but also the stereotypes associated with
individuals who receive SOCE -that they are fundamentalist Christians; that they are self-loathing; that they are less intelligent or na1ve;
that they are traitors to the larger LGB community. Instead, leaving
SOCE within government oversight and public accountability will
prevent further stigmatization of SOCE recipients and allow them to
arrive at a repudiation of SOCE at their own pace.
If society is truly concerned about the safety and health of LG B
young people, forcing some of them further into the shadows of unregulated, unprofessional SOCE is not a solution. Such a ban would place
individuals who receive SOCE in danger of receiving inadequate care and
might worsen existing mental health problems related to their conflicted
view of their sexual orientation. And further stigmatizing a practice that
many LGB individuals would choose out of an understandable devotion
to their religious beliefs or commitment to the values of their community
will only make it harder for those individuals to repudiate the practice
later.

158. Benoit, supra note 53, at 315. See also Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d
1102, 1119 (E.D. Cal. 2012).
159. Conant v. Walters, 309 F.3d 629, 644 (9th Cir. 2002).
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B. The Problem of Insufficient Research
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ET AL., supra note 19, at 42.
165. Planned Parenthood of Minn. v. Rounds, 686 F.3d 889, 896 (8th Cir. 2012)
(rehearing en bane).
166. Rounds, 686 F.3d at 900 (citing Gonzales v. Carhart, 550 U.S. 124, 163-64
(2007)).
.

160. See, e.g., CAL. CODE Bus. & PROF. § 4999.32(c)(l)(A) (West 2013)
(requiring training in handling mental health crises for clinical counseling
licensure).
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(requiring training in handling mental health crises for clinical counseling
Iicensure).
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the_ ~e~ult "l~galizes lies. "168 These opponents argue that there is no
?efin~tive evidence that abortion causes an increased risk in suicidal
i~eat10n; ~~ther, there is a correlation between abortion and an increased
nsk of suicidal ideation. In other words, abortion and suicidal ideation
tend to occur at higher rates among the same populations of women but
the fact that one causes the other has not been established. 169 One dritic
of the Rounds opinion stated that proponents of SOCE should take
c?mfort in the decision as a rejection of scientific consensus in favor of
"ideological fictions. "170

H~wever, where a ban on SOCE is at issue, opponents of SOCE are
~ore likely to benefit from Rounds than the therapy's proponents. There
is almost no reliable science indicating that SOCE causes harms.
Opponents of a ban on SOCE could argue that there is no reliable
research demonstrating a causal link between SOCE and mental health
171
problems. Rather, existing research merely proves that those who seek
SOCE, like many other LGB people, also tend to experience mental
health problems. 172
Many proponents of SB 1172 have argued that even where scientific
resear,~h may be ~omewhat unreliable, deference to the legislature is
owed because legislatures are better equipped than courts to amass and
evaluate the data bearing on legislative questions. "173 The Am ·
c·
·1 L'b .
encan
iv1 I ert1es Union of Nor~hern California (ACLU), perhaps looking to
Rounds, appe~red _to recogmze the current tension between arguments in
th~ reproductive rights context and in the SOCE context. In its amicus
bnef? the A~LU argued that in determining whether a regulation is
consistent wit~ the norms of medical practice, a court should not simply
defer to the legislature's fact-finding but conduct an independent review
of the record to determine medical norms. 174 The organization went on to
argue that some de~ree of scientific certainty must be required: "If
popularly-~lected legi~lat,ures can ban any medical practice - regardless
of the med1ca~ profess10n s consensus as to the efficacy or even necessity
of ~hat practice - then regulation of the profession could be driven
entirely by the ideological goals of the legislatures. "175 Ultimately,
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however, like most other proponents of SB 1172, the ACLU concluded
that professional organizations' policy statements are sufficient to
support a ban on SOCE even in the absence of reliable scientific research.176
The question of how much science is required to support legislation
will continue to be an issue for decades to come. Members of the
progressive community, which includes both LGB equality advocates
and reproductive rights advocates, may want to come to a consensus on
this issue, rather than staking out opposing positions depending on
which social problem is addressed by a particular piece of legislation.
Hopefully all can agree that the mental health of some of the nation's
most vulnerable populations-LGB young people and pregnant womenis critically important. Both the Rounds case and the dearth of research
on SOCE are a call to action to advocates on both ends of the political
spectrum to promote scientific research on these important issues.

VII. INFORMED

CONSENT: AN ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FOR

CURBING THE PRACTICE OF SOCE

While a ban on SOCE may be constitutional, it is not the best solution for eradicating SOCE and protecting against its harms. Instead,
imposing an informed consent requirement on LMHP would be a more
effective alternative strategy for curbing the practice of SOCE. In the
abortion context, informed consent requirements have been utilized for
several decades and upheld as constitutional. The Supreme Court in
Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey upheld an
informed consent requirement for minors seeking abortion. 177 The Casey
requirement provides a useful starting place for crafting an informed
consent requirement for the provision of SOCE. 178
A.

Minors and Informed Consent

Generally, parents can consent to medical and mental health treatment on behalf of children. 179 However, in many states, "mature minors"
(generally between twelve and fourteen years old) may consent to

168. Id.
169. Id.
170. Id.
171. Id.

175. Id. at 23.

172. Gans, supra note 58, at 237.
173.
Brief for First Amendment Scholars as Amici Curiae Supporting
D~fendants-Appellants at 6-7, Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (9th
Cir. Feb. 4, 2013) (No. 13-15023).

176. Id. at 17.

174. Brief for Am. Civil Liberties Union of N. Cal. as Amicus Curiae Supporting
D~fendants-Appellants at 9-10, Welch v. Brown, 907 F. Supp. 2d 1102 (9th
Cir. Feb. 4, 2013) (No. 13-15023).

179. See, e.g., Hodgson v. Minnesota, 497 U.S. 417, 424 (1990) (referencing a
common law requirement of parental consent for any medical procedure
performed on minors).
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177. Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Penn. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 844
(1992).
178. 18 PA. CONS. STAT. § 3205 (2013).
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outpatient mental health treatment without parental consent. 18° For
minors, the right to consent does not automatically confer the right to
181
refuse treatment. States could modify their informed consent statutes
to allow minors of certain ages the rights both to consent and to refuse
o~tpatient mental health treatment. Wisconsin, for example, allows
rumors over fourteen to object to outpatient mental health care. 182 If
parents object to the minor's refusal, administrative and judicial review
processes are available to determine the best interest of the child. 183
Analyzing SOCE under a "best interest" standard raises similar issues to
those raised by a ban with respect to the dearth of scientific research on
the treatment itself. To avoid this problem, the following model informed consent statute would specifically provide minors over the age of
twelve with the right to refuse SOCE without the possibility for parental
override.
B.

Key Provisions of a Model SOCE Informed Consent Statute

The following is a proposed model SOCE informed consent statute.
The model statute includes several key components. First, the model
statute sets the age of consent and refusal at twelve years old because
that is the median age at which puberty occurs in adolescents and also
typically the youngest age at which minors are recognized as "mature
minors" for legal purposes. 184 Second, the model statute requires LMHP
to provide the name, address, and telephone number of the state
li~ensing agency with which a patient can file a complaint regarding
failure to obtain informed consent. This provision is modeled after a
provision in Minnesota's informed consent requirement for homeopathic
health care providers. 185
Finally, rather than requiring the disclosure of scientific research or
information about the harms of SOCE, the model statute would require
LMHP to make available the position statements on SOCE of several
180. See, e.g., CAL. FAM. CODE§ 6924 (West 2014); CONN. GEN. STAT. § 19a14c (2014); Omo REV. CODE § 5122.04 (West 2014); OR. REV STAT. §
109.675 (2014); WIS. STAT. § 51.14 (2014).
181. S.J. ex rel. S.H.J. v. Issaquah School Dist. No. 411, 2007 WL 2703056 at
*14, n. 14 (W.D. Wash. 2007).
182. See STATE OF WISC., RIGHTS OF CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS IN
OUTPATIENT MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT, at § 1, available at
http://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/publications/P2/p20470b.pdf (last viewed
Apr. 20, 2014).
183. Id.
184. Sue Hubbard, All About Puberty: Is It Time to Have "the Talk" with Your
Tween?, .
Cm.
TRJBUNE
(Feb.
19,
2013),
http:/ (articles.chicagotribune.com/?OJ .1-02-19/lifestyle/sns-201302190000-tms--kidsdocctnkd-a20130219-20130219_l_puberty-parent-and-childdiscussion.
185. MINN. STAT. § 146A.11(a)(5) (2014).
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· mental health professional organizations. In her dissenting opinion
maJor
J . O'C
· Ak on v. Akron Center for Reproductive Health, ustice
onnor
m
·
noted rthat requiring physicians to commumcate
t he State ' s i·deo1ogy ~ay
violate the First Amendment. 186 Subseq~ently, in Casey th~ Court (with
Justice O'Connor joining in the plurality) uphel~ a reqmre~ent that
h sicians inform abortion seekers that mformat10nal materials about
plt:rnatives to abortion are available for their review. 187 The Court held
~hat this requirement complied with the First. Amendment. 188 J:Iere,
requiring notice of the availability of informat10n about p~ofess10n~l
organizations' opposition to ~OC~ is very similar to the reqmrement m
Casey and would likely survive First Amendment challenges.
C. Model Informed Consent Statute

(a) General rule - No SOCE shall be provide~ e_x~ept
with the voluntary and informed consent of the md1v1dual to whom the SOCE is to be provided (the "patient").
Persons age 12 years and over shall personally have and
exercise the rights under this statute.
(b) Informed consent - Consent to SOCE i~ _voluntary
and informed if and only if prior to the provis10n of any
SOCE, the licensed mental health provider who is to provide the SOCE or the referring licensed mental health
provider has informed the patient and the patient's legal
guardian(s) of:
(i) The nature of the proposed proced~e or
treatment and of those risks and alternatives to
the procedure or treatment that a reason~b.le patient would consider material to the dec1s10n of
whether or not to undergo the SOCE;
(ii) The availability of printed versions of the organizational position or policy . statements
regarding SOCE from the followmg me~tal
health professional organizations: the Ame:ica_n
Medical Association, the American Psychiatric
Association the American Psychological Association, and the National Association of Social
Workers;
(iii) The name, address, and teleph~ne ~umber ~f
the office of the mental health provider s state h186. Akron v. Akron Ctr. for Reprod. Health, Inc., 462 U.S. 416, 472 n.16
(1983) (O'Connor, J., dissenting).
187. Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Penn. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 838
(1992); 18 PENN. CONS. STAT. § 3205(2)(i) (2014).
188. Casey, 505 U.S. at 838.
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censing. entity and notice that a client may file
complamts regarding the provider's failure to obtain informed consent with the office.
(c) Infor~ational materials - If a patient requests to see
the maten~ls described in paragraph (b)(ii), the provider
shall provide those materials to the patient and make
reasonable accommodations in accordance with paragraph
(e) to ensure that the patient can understand them.
(d) Written co~sent - After fully complying with paragraph (b) of this statute, a provider shall obtain written
conse~t from the patient or his legal guardian if the
guardian has the authority to consent on the patient's
behalf.

~ e) Reasonable accommodations - In complying with the
mformed consent r~quirements in paragraph (a), licensed
mental ~ealth providers shall provide interpretation and
tra~slat10n services or read information aloud for those
patie~ts who cannot read or who have communication
i~pairments and for those who do not read or speak English.
(f) Enfo.rcement and penalty - The state licensing entities
responsible for licensing mental health professionals shall
enforce the terms of this statute. Any licensed mental
health provider who fails to obtain written consent in accorda~ce _with the provisions of this statute shall be
found m v10!ation of this statute and subject to discipline
by the provider's licensing entity. Additionally, any proVIder ~ho is found by a preponderance of the evidence to
~ave v10lated any provision in this statute shall be subJ~ct t~ discipli~e by the provider's licensing entity. For
v10lation~ of this statute, state licensing entities may impose. a ~n~ or suspend or revoke the mental health
providers license.
D.

Advantages of an Informed Consent Requirement

. There are several advantages to pursuing an informed consent reqmrement as _a means of reducing the practice of SOCE. First th
dearth of credible scientific research about SOCE is not an obsta~le i:
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promulgating an informed consent requ~rement_. 189 .~hus, i~stead of
waiting for or commissioning in-depth, reliable scientific studies on ~he
negative effects of SOCE, legislators can require LM~P to make available information such as the statements of maJor mental health
professional organizations. This solution also avoids the conflict e~erg~ng
within the progressive movement of whether or not to support legislation
based on inconclusive scientific research. 190 Instead of forcing LMHP to
make assertions based on unreliable science, an informed consent
requirement only requires LMHP to make available information from
professional organizations.
Second, an informed consent requirement avoids the problem of the
"shadows" more than a statutory ban. While parents and minors may
still seek SOCE from non-LMHP under both a ban and an informed
consent requirement, they will not be forced to seek counseling from
non-LMHP under an informed consent requirement. Patients may still
seek SOCE from LMHP after giving informed consent, lessening the
danger of non-LMHP providing counseling without adequate tra~ning in
addressing mental health crises. Third, an informed consent reqmrement
such as the one modeled above would apply to both adult and minor
patients age twelve and over who are deciding whether to receive SOCE.
Thus, an informed consent requirement could provide broader protections than a ban like California's SB 1172.
Finally, an informed consent requirement may reduce the number of
patients who seek SOCE. Any information that causes patients to pause
or reconsider seeking SOCE may help deter patients from the therapy.
Even though the benefits of a statute like the one modeled above to
minors under age twelve would be limited by the wishes of the minor's
legal guardians, the dissemination of add~tional informa.tion may preve~t
parents from seeking SOCE, whether licensed or unlicensed, for their
children.
CONCLUSION

SOCE should be eradicated, but policymakers should be mindful of
the collateral consequences of attempts to regulate and eradicate SOCE.
While a ban on SOCE, such as California's SB 1172, is probably constitutional, it is not the best strategy for eradicating SOCE. Bans on
SOCE like SB 1172 could drive some LGB youth into the shadows of
unregulated SOCE provided by unlicensed counselors who are not
trained to treat mental health crises. Further, bans on SOCE like SB
1172 could create a dangerous precedent of regulating medicine and
189. See Planned Parenthood of Minn. v. Rounds, 686 F.3d 889, 896 (8th Cir.
2012) (rehearing en bane) (holding that an abortion informed consent
requirement need not be based on scientific consensus).
190. See Part VI.B.
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2012) (rehearing en bane) (holding that an abortion informed consent
requirement need not be based on scientific consensus).
190. See Part VI.B.
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On the morning of February 27, 2012, T.J. Lane, a 17-year-old
high school student, entered a school in Chardon, Ohio and initiated a
shooting rampage. 1 Lane is said to have fired ten rounds from a .22-

J.D., 2014, Case Western Reserve University School of Law. I would like
to thank Professor Sharona Hoffman and Deborah Pergament for their
guidance and helpful input during the note-writing process. I would also
like to thank the Health Matrix Volume 24 editorial board and staff as
well as the Case Western Reserve University School of Law library
staff.
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